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GLOBAL INVARIANTSFOR MEASURED FOLIATIONS
BY
STEVEN HURDER
Abstract. New exotic invariants for measured foliations are constructed, which we
call the fi-classes of a pair (It, ¡i). The dependence of the ^-classes on the geometry
of the foliation iFis examined, and the dynamics of a foliation is shown to determine
the ^-classes in many cases. We use the /n-classes to study the classifying space BTSL
of foliations with a transverse invariant volume form, and we show the homotopy
groups of BTSL are uncountably generated starting in degrees q + 3. New invariants
for groups of volume preserving diffeomorphisms also arise from the fi-classes; these
invariants are nontrivial and related to the geometric aspects of the group action.
Relations between the a-classes and the secondary classes of a foliation are ex-

hibited.

0. Introduction. In this paper we construct new exotic characteristic classes for
foliations which have a transverse invariant measure. These invariants, which we call
the p-classes, are similar to the secondary classes and take values in the real
cohomology H*(M) of the foliated manifold M (Theorem 1.6). The values of the
p-classes are strongly related to the geometry of the foliation (Proposition 3.4). The
p-classes have applications to the study of foliations with a transverse invariant
volume form (Theorems 5.1 and 5.2), to the computations of the homology groups of
the discrete group of volume preserving diffeomorphisms of R" (Theorem 7.4), and
to the problem of relating the secondary classes of a foliation with its global

geometry [15,20].
The p-classes arose from an attempt to obtain general invariants of a foliation
which are intermediate between the leaf and secondary classes. They are a special
case of a family of universal invariants associated to a C2-foliation, the Weil
operators. In codimension one, the introduction of the Weil operator is a decisive
ingredient in Dummy's elegant proof of the Sullivan conjecture about the Godbillon-Vey class [9]. The properties of the Weil operators in higher codimensions are
given in [15] where they are used to study the "residuable" secondary classes. We
briefly describe the construction of the Weil operators and their relations with the
p-classes and other foliation invariants in §2. For a foliation with all leaves compact
we note that the Weil operators are identically zero (Proposition 2.6).
We denote by *§a C2-foliation of codimension q on a paracompact manifold M,
and p denotes a transverse invariant measure for Gi. Recall that p assigns to each
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compact transversal T E M a finite number \í(T). We do not require p to be
positive; that is, p(7") need not be positive. For the flow </>,:M -> M of a vector field
X on M tangent to Sr, the invariance of p implies p(</>,7")= p(T). There is an
extensive literature giving methods for constructing transverse invariant measures
and applications [16,29,30,31,35]. The pair (<#, p) is said to be a measured foliation
on M.
One definition of the p-classes of a measured foliation (3F, p) is that they are the
integral of the leaf classes of ^over the generalized measure space (M/<$, p). Since
the quotient M/'S is genericly a singular, nonhausdorff space, this integral must be
interpreted via Connes' theory of noncommutative integration [7]. This theory was
used by Connes to prove the index theorem for foliations [8]. The index invariants
are defined by integrating tangent data to ^(the Euler and Pontrjagin classes of the
subbundle ^ E TM) over (M/f, p). In contrast, the p-classes are defined by
integrating normal data to 5" over (M/<3, p). The normal data consists of the
differential invariants associated to the canonical flat structure on the normal bundle
to 'S. We note, however, that the construction given in §1 below for the p-classes is
direct, and does not require the theory of noncommutative integration.
The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows. Part I defines the p-classes
and studies their properties. §1 gives background material and then constructs the
p-classes. The Weil operators are defined in §2 and we derive the p-classes from
them. Relations between the geometry of the foliation and the values of the p-classes
are examined in §3. This yields a convenient method for producing examples with
nonvanishing p-classes (Proposition 3.4). Several examples are described in §4. Part
II studies SL -foliations, where p is represented by a smooth, closed nonvanishing
#-form. The p-classes have corresponding universal classes in the cohomology of the
Haefliger classifying space BTSL . This is pursued in §5, where we show many of the
p-classes inject into H*(BTSL ) and are independently variable. Extensive nonvanishing results are also given for H*(BTSL ). §6 examines the rational homotopy
groups Tr¡t(BTSL) ® Q. This information is used in §7 to calculate part of the group
homology Hm(BDiîfaRq; Q), where w is any volume form with infinite total volume.
In particular, we show H3(BDiffuRq; Q) has uncountable dimension for q > 3 so
the vanishing result of Thurston-Banyaga that H^BDiff^R?; Z) = 0 is almost the

best possible.
It is a pleasure to thank D. McDuff, A. Haefliger and C. Lazarov for stimulating
conversations during the progress of this work. The material in §2 was developed in
discussions with J. Heitsch and P. Schweitzer. The author is grateful to the Institute
for Advanced Study for its hospitality and support.
I. p-CLASSESAND MEASUREDFOLIATIONS

1. Transverse measures and p-classes. We assume throughout that M is an oriented
manifold, (f, p) is a measured foliation on M, and either M is compact or the
measure p is absolutely continuous. In the latter case, p can be represented by a
<7-formw with locally integrable coefficients so that for a transversal T, fi(T) = fTu.
The q-iorm w satisfies i(X)u = 0 = Lxu for all vector fields X tangent to f, and
thus has distributional derivative du = 0.
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A foliation cycle z defines a transverse invariant measure pz via "counting
intersection points" [35]. For a compact leaf L E M and oriented transversal T in
general position with respect to L, set
pL(T) = #(L

n T) = number of points of intersection.

For T compact, pL(T) is clearly finite; pL is easily seen to be invariant and has
support on the leaf L. More generally, a leaf of subexponential growth in a compact
manifold determines a foliation cycle and an invariant measure ¡iL [20,35].
An invariant measure p with compact support determines a closed current c^ on
M. We recall from [31] the definition of cy Let dimension M = m and &(M) denote
the de Rham complex. Choose a finite open cover [UX,...,UN) oí supp p by foliation
charts, where <j>t:U,.-> Dm~q X Dq E Rm identifies the leaves of <b~\u¡with the
plaques Dm~q X {pt}. Let {A,,...,AAr+1}bea
partition of unity subordinate to the

open cover {£/,,..., UN, M-supp(p)}

of M. The definition of the current c¿

&m~q(M) -> R is now given by, for a form r/ e &m~q(M):

(i.i)

s.(i)=2/{/ mU

The value of c^tj) can be shown to be independent of the choices made [31].
Further, if r; is an exact form then c^iv) = 0, so c^ is a closed current.
For a compact manifold M, possibly with boundary, and a closed current c:
&"(M) -» R, there is a corresponding (dual) cohomology class [c*] E Hm"(M).
The class dual to c^ above is denoted [p] E Hq(M).
Leaf and secondary classes. Let Q denote the normal bundle to ÍF in TM and tt:
TM -» g the projection. A connection V on Q is said to be a Bott connection [4] if
\7xtt(Y) = ^L^y)
for all vector fields X tangent to f and Y normal to §. The
Jacobi identity for vector fields implies a Bott connection restricts to a flat
connection on the normal bundle to a leaf, Q\L-> L.
The choice of a Bott connection for *§defines a differential graded algebra (dga)
map A: WOq -* &(M). The algebra WOq is the product of an exterior algebra with a
polynomial algebra truncated in degrees above 2q,
WOq = kiyx,y3,...,yq,)®R[cx,...,cq]q,

where q' — 2[(q + l)/2] — 1, degree^, = 2i — 1, degree c, = li and the differential
is determined by dy¡ = c¡, dc¡ = 0. The construction of A and its properties are
described in detail in the foundational papers of Bott and Haefliger [4,6], and from

the Chern-Weil point of view by Kamber and Tondeur [22,38]. The image of A+:
H*(WOq) -* H*(M) consists of the secondary classes of 5".
If the normal bundle to f is trivial then a choice of framing of Q, given by a
section s: M -> P of the associated frame bundle, determines an extension of A to a
dga map A5:Wq-> 6E(Af), where

Wq= Aiyx,y2,...,Yq)®R[cx,...,cq]q
with degree y¡ — 2i — 1, and dy¡ — c, again. We remark that if the previous A is now
constructed using the metric for which the framing s is orthonormal, then Asrestricts
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to A on WOq. The image of A^ consists of the secondary classes for the framed

foliation ( ÇF,s ).
Next recall the definition of the leaf classes for a leaf L E M. Let T(M, Q*) E
@}(M) denote the space of 1-forms which annihilate ÍF, and T(M, A'g*) the sections
of the ¿th exterior power bundle. The crucial property of the Chern-Weil homomorphism A constructed using a Bott connection is that for each Chern polynomial c¡,

(1.2)

A^c,) = A(c,) E r(M, A'g*) A &%M).

This implies A(c,) vanishes when restricted to the leaf L, so each A(yi) \L or As(y¡) \L
is a closed form which is an invariant of the flat connection on Q \L -* L.
For an index I = (/',,...,/,) with 1 « ix < ■■■< ir< q, set y, = _y(|■• -y¡ E Wq.

If all / are odd then y, E WOq. The form A(y¡) or As(y,) E &(M) is not closed in
general, but the above remarks imply A(y,)\L is closed and determines a class in
H*(L). The restrictions of A or AJthus define graded algebra maps

Xl: H*iglq, Oq) - H*iL),

xi: H*iglq) - H*(L).

Here, we identify H*(glq) with A(yx,...,yq) endowed with the trivial differential,
and similarly for the relative Lie algebra cohomology H*(glq, Oq). The image of Xl
consists of the leaf classes of f for L.

The map x¿. is an invariant of the germ of S7about L, and in fact depends only on
the flat bundle structure of Q \L -» L. To be precise, recall that the foliation in a
neighborhood of L determines the linear holonomy dh: ttx(L, x) -» GlqR, for x E L
a basepoint. The flat structure on Q\L is classified by the induced map B(dh):
L -» 7iG/*R, where 67* R has the discrete topology. Shulman and Tischler prove in

[33] the
Proposition

1.3. There is a commutative diagram

H*{glq,Oq)

-

H*(L)

VE\

/<B(dh)*

H*(BGlsqR)
where VE is the van Est map defining the differentiable cohomology of 67* R.

If g is a trivial bundle, then the classifying map M -» BGlqR is trivial, so the
composition L -» BGlqR -» BGlqR is also homotopic to Jhe constant^nap. The

choice of a framing s of g defines a lift B(dh, s): L -> 567¡R, where G/^R is the
homotopy fiber of the inclusion G/*R Ç 6/^R. The analog of Proposition 1.3 is then

Proposition

1.4. There is a commutative diagram:

H*iglq)

-

VE\

H*iL)
/B(dh,s)*

H*(B~GTqR)
Remark 1.5. Note that if the linear holonomy of L is trivial, or B(dh)* is the zero
map, then 1.3 implies Xl is the zero map. However, even if L has trivial holonomy,
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with the proper choice of framing of g one can sometimes make \l nontrivial. Of
course, x¿ must still vanish in this case when restricted to H*(glq, Oq) C H*(glq).
The ¡¡.-classes. We say two measured foliations (ÍF0, p0) and (Wl, p,) on M are
measured concordant if there is a codimension q measured foliation (§, p) on

M X [0,1] which restricts to (%, p,) on M X [t) for t - 0 or 1.
Theorem 1.6. 7_^r(ÍF, p) be a measured foliation on M and assume that either M is
compact and without boundary, or that p is absolutely continuous.
(a) There is a characteristic map

X,:H*iglq,Oq)->H*+qiM)
raising degree by q, which depends only on the measured concordance class of (<?, p)
and is functorial with respect to pull-backs.
(b) Given a framing s of the normal bundle to ?, there is a characteristic map

Xs,. H*iglq) ^ H*+q(M)
raising degree by q, which depends only on the measured concordance class of (%~,p)
and the homotopy class of the framing s.

Remarks. 1.7. Xy.and X¿ are homomorphisms of real vector spaces, but do not
preserve the algebra structures.
1.8. The class xM(l) E Hq(M) is the canonical class [p] associated to the measure.
1.9. If dM ¥= 0 and ^\èM has codimension (q — 1), then one can also define maps

X^, x^ with range H*(M, dM).
1.10. If the measure p is represented by a smooth, nonvanishing q-îorm u, then
('S, p) is an SLq-foliation and 1.6 yields new differential invariants.
Proof of 1.6. We assume C?, p) is given, a choice of Bott connection for ?Fhas
been made and for part (b) that a framing s is given. From this data x^ and x^ will
be defined. It is then standard to show the independence of the maps from the
choices involved.
First, assume n is represented by a g-form u which has distributional

derivative

du — 0. For y, —y¡ A • • • Aj>^of degree p, set

xM=[^{yi)^<A

EH»+qiM).

Note that this is well defined:

¿(A( v,) A u) = dAiy,) A u + i-l)pAiy,) Adu = 0
since dA(y,) E T(M, Q*) A âp(M), and this ideal is annihilated by exterior product with u. The monomials [y, E WOq) are a basis for H*(glq, O ) so extend by
linearity to obtain xM- The construction of x^ is entirely analogous, where for
y¡ E W we set

x;U)=[AjU>Aw]e/í*+«(M).
Next, suppose p is an arbitrary transverse invariant measure and M is closed. For
y i of degree p, we first define a closed current
x¿y,y&m-p-qiM)^R.
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Given a form tj of degree m - p - q, set x^J/X')) = c/l(A(y,) A 17)where c, is the
closed current associated to p in (1.1). We must show x^iyr) is closed. For this it
suffices to assume tj = dÇ where f has support in an open foliation chart <i>:
U - Dm~q X Dq. Then

(1.11)

xMidn^c^Aiy^AdS)
= ±cltid{Aiyr)A$})±c,lidàiyI)AÇ)
= ±c(dàiyf)

A £)

:/Ja£Di[JDm-iX{a}
{/

¿A(>v)AfL
J

=0
because A(yf) restricted to any leaf is closed, and dA(y,) \D„-*x,a, = 0 in particular.

M is assumed to be closed and oriented, so we can define xM(y¡) E Hp+q(M) to
be the dual class to the closed current xM(>7)-Then we extend by linearity to obtain
the characteristic map xß- The construction of x^ is similar.
The independence of x^ ar,d x£ from the choice of Bott connection, their
dependence only on the measured concordance class of ('S, p) and the dependence
of x£ only on the homotopy class of s are all proved in the same manner. We prove
just the first of these claims and leave the rest to the reader.
Let Vo, V1 be two Bott connections for 'S. The projection M X [0,1] -» M pulls
('S, n) back to a measured foliation ('S', p'), and a Bott connection for 'S' is given by
V' = (1 - r)V° + rv1 where t is the coordinate in [0,1]. Let x/- H*(glq, Oq) ~*
H*(M X 7) be the characteristic map defined using v'. For the two inclusions f,:
M X {t) -> M X [0,1], t = 0 or 1, we note that f* ° xM-is the characteristic map of
('S, n) calculated using the Bott connection
conclusion follows.

v'.

Since Ç0 — £x, f* = f* so our

2. The Weil operators. The leaf, secondary and p-classes of a foliation 'S are special
cases of a very general set of invariants for 'S, which we call the Weil operators in
reference to that fact that they are the transgressive operators in the Chern-Weil
theory of characteristic classes. We briefly describe their construction and relevance
to the standard invariants of S, which helps to show why certain properties of the
p-classes carry over to the secondary classes. The Weil operators were first introduced in the context of codimension one foliations by Duminy [9], where there is
just one, corresponding to yx E Wx. A complete development and study of the Weil
operators in all codimensions is given in [15]. The Weil operators are also related to
the derived classes in sheaf cohomology of Kamber and Tondeur, developed in §§6

to 8 of [38].
We define a subcomplex &(M; 'S) E &(M). Let [u,,...,uq)
defining 1-forms for S. Set

be a (local) set of

&iM;<5) = {4>E&(M)\<¡>Aui = 0 for 1 < i < q).
By integrability, du¡ — 2*=iW,yA Uj for 1-forms (w,7), and so 0 = d(^>A u¡) = d<j>
A u¡-± </>
A du i —d§ A u¡. Thus &(M;^F) is a differential subcomplex, and
H*(M, 'S) denotes its cohomology.
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In the space of currents Cp(M) on M, define a subcomplex, forp > 0

Cp(M;S) = {cE C„(M) such that c|«,- • 6?(M) = 0, 1 <i<q).
This is a differential subcomplex, and Ht(M, S) denotes its homology.
Example 2.1. A transverse invariant measure p with compact support defines an
element [cj E Hn_q(M, S). If p is represented by a closed nonzero q-iorm u, then
we have a class [u] E Hq(M, S), and [a] ¥>0 since &q~ x(M;'S) = 0.

Example 2.2. A Chern polynomial c7 E WOq of degree 2q satisfies A(cy) E
T(M, A'g*) A &q(M) hence determines [c,] E 7/2l?(AÍ,f ). Heitsch has shown the
class [cj] is independent of the choice of the Bott connection [15].
Example 2.3. Let j: L -> M be the inclusion of any leaf of 'S. Then there is a
natural map jt: H^L) -» H^(M,%~). For any cycle z in L, the image y'(z) is a
foliation cycle in M with compact support.
We now define the Weil operators. These were first introduced by Duminy [9] in
codimension 1; the natural extension to higher codimensions is further studied in

joint work with J. Heitsch [15].
Theorem 2.4. Let 'S be a codimension q, C2-foliation on M.
(a) There is a well-defined linear map for each p > 0

X: H»iglq, Oq) - Hom(77*(M,<S),H*+p(M)).
(b) If s is a framing of the normal bundle to S, then there is a linear map for each

p>0

Xs:Hpiglq) - Hom(//*(M,ff), 7f*+'(M)).
Note the space H*(M, S) is not invariant under concordances of 'S, so the Weil
operators are not concordance invariants.

Proof of 2.4. For a monomial y, E Hp(glq, Oq) we define xiy¡)'- H'iM, 'S) -»
Hl+piM) as follows: given a closed <¡>
E <$(M; 'S), set x(j/)[<í>]= [A(_y,)A <j>]
where A: WOq^> éE(Aí) is the secondary map of §1. We must check that ior
<í>,
<t>'E &(M; 'S) and r\ E â'~x(M; 'S) with <j>- <¡>'= di¡, the cohomology class

[A(y,)<l>]
= [&iy,W]. But dA(y,) A „ = 0 so
[A(y,) A * - Aiy,) A <f>'}
= rf{A(y,) A r,).
The proof that x(y¡) does not depend on the choice of Bott connection used to
define A is the same as in the proof of Theorem 1.6.
The construction of x" is made using the characteristic map As of the framed
foliation ('S, s), but is otherwise the same as the above. D
Theorem 2.5. Let 'S be a C2-foliation of codimension q on a compact manifold M
without boundary.
(a) There is a well-defined linear map for each p > 0

X: H'iglq, Oq)- Hom(/UM,n

H^M)).

(b) If s is a framing of the normal bundle <S,then there is a linear map for each p>0

Xs:HPiglq)^Hom{H,iM,<S),H,_piM)).
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Proof. For a monomial y, E Hp(gl Oq) and a closed current [c] E H¡(M, 'S) we
define the closed current x(>7)(c): & (M) -» R as follows: for tj E &'~P(M) set
Xiyi)ic)(v) — ci Ai yj) A tj). To see that x(>V)(c) is closed one proceeds along the
lines of (1.11), and the independence of the resulting class x(y¡)[c] E H,_p(M) from
the choice of Bott connection follows similarly. D
It is apparent from the definitions of x and xs that many of the standard foliation
invariants can be recovered from them. We make these relationships precise.
Given a measured foliation ('S, p) on M with p represented by a closed <¡r-formu,
we have [u] E Hq(M,'S). The p-classes result from applying the Weil operators to

this element: for y, E H*(glq, Oq), xM(yf) —x(J7)[wl- If M is compact without
boundary, then [c,] E Hm_q(M, 'S) and the current definition of the p-classes yields

Xy.(yr)= xO/)[c,J.
A cocycle y,Cj E WOq with degree c} — 2q is said to be a residuable secondary
class (see Heitsch [14] or Hurder [20]). For any C2-foliation 'S and Chern polynomial
Cj of degree 2q we observed in Remark 2.2 that there is a class [cj] E H2q(M, S).
The residuable secondary class A^(y,Cj) is obtained by applying the Weil operator
XÍy¡) to [Cj]. From the point of view of Duminy this says the residuable secondary
classes can be factored into two parts: the first, x(>7)> takes values in a space of
homomorphisms and the second, [cy], is a "point" in the space H*iM, 'S). For
codimension q = 1, in Dummy's terminology x(ji) = g is the Godbillon operator
and [ex] = v is the Vey element, and one has the functional equation

GVi9) = L.iy1cl) = x(yt)[ci\=g°v.
The justification for this approach is the brilliant discovery by Duminy that the
invariant x(j'i) can be related in codimension one to the geometry of 'S. He shows
that x(.Vi) is the zero operator if M is compact and if has no resilient leaves, and
thus the Godbillon-Vey class At(yxcx) = x(y\)lc\] vanishes under the same hypothesis. This suggests that to relate the geometry of 'S with the secondary classes in
codimension greater than one, a possible first step is to understand the properties of
the operators XvJV)In a previous paper (Hurder [20]) it was shown that the residuable classes for a
foliation with all leaves compact must vanish. An examination of the proof of this
shows that a more general result is true:
Proposition 2.6. Let S be a C2-foliation of codimension q on a compact manifold M
with all leaves of F compact. Then the characteristic map

X: H'iglq,Oq) - Hom(tf*(M,f ), H*+'iM))
is zero for all / > 0.
Let j: L -» M be the inclusion of a leaf of S and assume M is closed. For
y, E H'(glq, Oq), the linear function given by the composition

Hl(L)J+H,(M,<S)X(*)

H0(M) = R

defines a cohomology class [x(>7) ° 7*1* e H'iL). Tracing through the various
definitions one sees this is the class of the cocycle obtained by restricting A(y¡) to L,
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hence is the leaf class Xify¡) ~ [x(y¡) ° 7*1*- The Weil operators are thus seen to
yield the leaf classes of fvia restriction; in this sense, they are universal leaf classes
for 'S. This relationship also shows that the map j*: H^(L) -> H^M,^)
can be
nonzero. Let z E H,(L) and suppose there is a leaf class Xz.(.y) which evaluates
nontrivially on z; theny'^z) ^ 0.
The homomorphism A+ of Chern-Weil theory is the composition of two maps,

H*iglq, Oq) ->k*H*iP/Oq) ->=H*(M), where P ^ Mis the Glq-irame bundle of g,
and k(y¡) transgresses to the Chern class A(c,) E &(M). We remark that each Weil
operator x(yi) can be viewed as an "operation" in the spectral sequence for the
algebraic fibration

(2.7)

&(M, S) - &(M, S) 9 H*iglq, Oq) - H*iglq, Oq),

the operation transforming basic classes in H*(M, S) into classes in

H*{&iM,S)®H*iglq,Oq)),
which can then be mapped to H*(M). This operation in (2.7) is related to an edge
map in hypercohomology defined by Kamber and Tondeur [38].
3. Geometry of the p-classes. Relations between the values of the p-classes of
(S, p) and the global geometry of 'S are investigated in this section. Examples to
illustrate these properties are given in §4.
Let ('S, p) be a measured foliation on M. Recall that a set X E M is saturated if
for each leaf L of ÎFwith L n X ¥= 0 we have LEX. For a p-measurable saturated
subset X of M, denote by ax: M -* R the characteristic function which is equal to 1
on X and zero otherwise. Then p • ax is an invariant measure on M and we can
define p-classes for ('S, p • ax). Given a countable decomposition of M into saturated,
p-measurable sets [X/j with M — U X¡, we set p,. = p • <xx and so p = 2p;. For M a
closed manifold, we then have x^ — 2x^ showing the p-classes can be decomposed
into the contributions from invariant subsets of M.
The p-classes are measured-concordance invariants. If (%, p0) and CSX,fix) are
measured foliations on M and the characteristic maps x^0 ^ X¡i» then there does not
exist a measured foliation ('S, p) on M X [0,1] which restricts to these two foliations
on the ends. For example, when each p, arises from counting the intersections of a
transversal with a compact leaf L, of 'S,, this implies there is no codimension q
foliation 'S on M X [0,1] with a compact leaf L so that ('S, L) restricts to (%, L¡) on
MX {;'}. However, there may well be a foliation ^restricting to the given fouations
'S,. In this situation, the p-classes are obstructions to the existence of compact leaves
which satisfy a boundary condition.
The support of a transverse invariant measure p is always a saturated set. When
the support consists entirely of compact leaves, then the p-classes are precisely the
leaf classes of *?weighted according to p. Let M be compact without boundary. We
first consider the case when support p consists of a single compact leaf L. Up to a
scalar multiple, p is the counting measure with respect to L, and without loss of
generality we can assume p = pL. Assume that g, 'S and M are oriented, so for
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z E H'(M), respectively w E H'(L), there is a well-defined Poincaré dual z' E
Hm_,(M), respectively w' E Hn_,(L), where n = m-q
= dimension L. As above,

;': L -> M is the inclusion and Xl- H*(glr Oq) -» H*(L) is the leaf class map.
Proposition

3.1. (a) There is a commutative diagram:
XliL/

H'+q(M)

^

P.D.

H'{glq,Oq)

Hn_,(M)

î,;
XL\

H'(L)

P£

Hn_,iL)

(b) If g /lûj a framing s, then there is a corresponding relationship between the maps

Xs andxlProof. The map x,, is defined via the map into the currents, x„: H'iglq, Oq) -»
Hom(Hn-'(M),R)
= Hn_,(M). For a closed form 4, E &"~'(M) and j> E
Hliglq,Oq), formula (1.1) reduces to x^iyM] = k^iy) A $■ This is clearly the
same as restricting [</>]to H"~'iL) and pairing with the leaf class Xl(>')> which in
turn is the same as evaluating [</>]on j^Xif y )']■The proof of (b) for x^ is identical.

D
When the support of p is the union of compact leaves, we have a similar but more
delicate relationship between xM and the leaf classes. Let T = support ¡x/S be the
transversal space of the support p. This is a possibly singular space, but it still makes
sense to integrate with respect to p over T [36, §6]. For each x ET, let Lx be the
corresponding leaf in support p with leaf classes x¿ : H*(glq, Oq) -> H*(LX). Given
y E H'(glq, Oq) and [</>]E H"~'(M) we obtain a real number SLxXt{y) A <*>•
Proposition

3.2. With notation as above,

x¿y)[<¡>]=f\fLx4y)^<t>\-riFurther, a corresponding formula holds for %*

Proof. This follows directly from our definitions and [36, Proposition 6.1].

D

Corollary
3.3. Let ('S, p) be a measured foliation on a closed manifold and assume
support p is the union of compact leaves. Then x, depends only on the Cx-germ of 'S
about support p. Given ay E H'iglq, Oq) with XlÍ^) = 0 for a^ ¡eaves L in support p,

then Xpiy) = 0 also.
Proof. By 3.2, x^ and hence x^ depends only on p and the leaf classes Xl(jO for
L E support p, and the leaf classes of L depend only on the C'-germ of 'S about L.
The vanishing condition follows from 3.2 directly. D
An important question is whether Proposition 3.2 has an extension to measures
whose supports contain noncompact leaves. We mention one application of 3.2. It is
shown in [21] that if a leaf L of a foliation 'S has a nontrivial leaf class of degree
greater than one, then the linear holonomy group of the leaf must have exponential
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growth, and there is a leaf of S near L with exponential growth. Combined with 3.3

this yields
Proposition 3.4. Let (S, p) be a measured foliation on a compact manifold without
boundary and assume the support of p consists entirely of compact leaves. If 'S has
subexponential growth in an open neighborhood of support p, then xM(>0 — 0 for all

yEH'(glq,Oq),l>\.
A theorem of Hirsch and Thurston [16] states that the Euler class of a flat bundle
vanishes if there is a transverse invariant measure for the foliation defined by the flat
structure. For the germ of a foliation about a union of compact leaves, Proposition
3.4 can be viewed as a generalization of this result. The extra hypothesis on the
growth of the leaves of 'S forces all of the differential invariants of the normal flat
bundle to vanish in degrees > 1.
It is not possible to extend 3.4 to the invariants from H*(glq). For a measured
foliation i'S, p) with framing s, the value of x, on the cokernel of H*iglq, Oq) -»
H*(glq) depends upon the framing s. For example, let 'S be the foliation defined by
the standard fibration it: SOq+x -* Sq. A volume form û on Sq lifts to a transverse
volume form u — tt*ü. The normal bundle g = Ti*TSqhas a canonical framing s, so
we obtain a framed, measured foliation ('S, p, s). For q>3 odd, the class [u] E
Hq(SOq+x) is nonzero. The Chern-Weil definition of A5shows each As(y2j) restricts
to a generator of H*(SOq). It is then easy to see that x,- H*(glq) -* H*+q(SOq+x) is
injective on the exterior algebra generated by the monomials {y2i). But all leaves of
ÍFare compact (s SOq) and have no holonomy. The key ingredient in this example is
that the restriction of the framing s to each leaf L = SOq is homotopic to the
identity.
The above example illustrates a property of foliations which has been called the
permanence principle [23,19,33]. We state a general consequence of this for the
p-classes. Let ('S, p) be a measured foliation on M with framing 5 of the normal
bundle Q. Let N = M X SO denote the product and ('S', p') the pull-back measured foliation on N via the projection p: N -» M. Define a framing s' of g' = p*Q
by setting, for (m, g) E N, s'(m, g) = s(m) ■g. The framing s' of g' is the framing
s ° p twisted by the action of G.

Theorem 3.5. Let ('S, p, s) on M and (F', p', s') on N = M X SOq be as above.
Assume x¿ H*(glq,Oq) -* H*+q(M) is injective on a subspace V E H*(glq,Oq).
Then %*/.H*(glq) -» H*+q(N)is injective on the extended subspace V=V* H*(SOq).

Here, V * H*(SOq) denotes the subspace of H*(glq) spanned by the elements in
A(^„ y2,..-,yq) of the form {z A j>2. A • • • Ay2¡r\z E V; 1 </,<•••<
ir < q/2).
The proof of 3.5 proceeds exactly as that of [19, Theorem 3.5].

When support p is a single compact leaf L, Theorem 3.5 has an appealing
interpretation. By 3.1, x£ is the composition of x¿ with Poincaré duality and then
the inclusion Hj(L) -* Hm(M). Thus, x£ is determined by the map xl which is
determined, in turn, by the framed linear holonomy B(dh, s): L -» 56/^R. Note
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there is a fibration S0q « ÜBGI+ -» 56/^R -> 56/*R+ and H^BGlfi) =
H*(BGlsqR+) 9 H*(SOq). These remarks are also true for the leaf LX SOq E M X
SOq = N with framing s', and this yields a commutative diagram:

so,

-

soq

B(dh,s')

LXSOq

_

->

BG/?R

I
L

I
«(<"»
-»

BGlsR

Thus, 5(¿#i, í')* = B(dh)* 9 id* which implies 3.5 in this case.
4. Measured foliations with nonvanishing p-classes. A one-dimensional foliation on
a compact riemannian manifold M always has a transverse invariant measure. Let v
be a vector field on M defining the foliation. If v has a closed orbit L, then we can
take the counting measure nL. In general, given a noncompact orbit R^Mwe
use
the metric to construct an asymptotic 1-cycle to which p is dual [29]. For the
measure pL we can evaluate the p-classes:
Lemma 4.1. Let v be a vector field on a compact manifold Mm with a closed orbit L,
and p the counting measure for L. Let A E Glm_xR be the generator of the linear

holonomy of L. Then \^(yx) E Hm(M) satisfies

(x,(^,).[M])=-¿log|det^|.
Proof.

By 3.1 we have (x,Á.y\)AM])

= (Xl(^iML])

and it is a classical result

due to Reeb (see p. 143 of [22]) that

(xL(yML]) = fHyl) = -¿iog|deu>(i))i
where dh: ttx(L) -» Glm XR is the linear holonomy and 1 E ttx(L) is the generator.
□
Example 4.2. Let v be a nonvanishing vector field on T2 with a closed orbit L,

and suppose L is an attractor so that dh: ttx(L) -» 6/,R has a —\dh(\)\<

1. Then

<X„(y\\ [T2]) = 1/2it • log(l/a) is positive.
Note that if Lx,... ,Ln are closed orbits of v on M and p = 2"= [X,pL , then we can

extend 4.1 to

(4.3)

(Xm(,1),[A/])=_J_

£ x.iogldet/1,.1,
i= 1

where A, E Glm_xR is the generator of the linear holonomy of L¡. Choose a vector
field on T2 with 3 closed orbits Lx, L2, L3 all in the same homology class and with
Ax = A3 = (1/2), A2 = (2). Let n = ixL¡- 2pLj + pLj. Then X/I(l) = [p] E 7/'(r2)
is zero but (x^^i). [T2])— (2/7r)log2 ^= 0. This shows the two classes x/1) and
X^(yx) can be independent for a given foliation.
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Example 4.4. A less artificial example showing the independence of x^O) and
X iyx) is easily obtained. Let u be a vector field on S3 with a closed orbit L and
assume the linear holonomy of L is generated by A E Gl2R. If we construct v so that
A has eigenvalues 0 < A, < X2 < 1, hence L is an attractor, then

(x,iyMs3])=-^og\x\2>o.
Thus x^(j'i) ^ 0 but Xu.iT)E /72(S3) always vanishes.
The leaf classes of a foliation measure the dynamical behavior of f in a
neighborhood of a leaf, where exponential growth of the leaves corresponds to
"mixing" in the orbit space and seems to be necessary for the leaf classes to be
nontrivial. One point of the above example is that the p-classes provide nontrivial
cohomology invariants of ('S, p) by incorporating, with p, the geometric data
inherent in the leaf classes. A similar phenomenon occurs with the secondary classes,
where the Chern ring of the normal bundle can be trivial, but taking a product with
the leaf classes produces interesting global invariants.
We next discuss a general process for constructing measured foliations about
which the p-classes yield important information. The following concepts are well
known, and we simply adapt them to our setting. A full treatment is found in Bott
[5], for example.
Let A' be a connected manifold of dimension q. Diffc X will denote the group of
compactly supported diffeomorphisms: for <f>E Diffc X, there is a compact set
K E X so that </>
is the identity outside of K. We next are given a smooth manifold B
with fundamental group r = ttx(B) and a representation T -» Diffc X. The universal
cover B of B has a natural left T-action, so T acts on the product É XT and we form
the quotient manifold M = É XTX. The horizontal foliation onfiXIwith
leaves
É X pt descends to a foliation 'S on M, transverse to the fibers of the projection it:

M -» 5. If there is a measure p on X invariant under the T-action, then ^inherits a
transverse invariant measure p and ('S, p) is a measured foliation of codimension q
on M.
If we assume that p is absolutely continuous, then p is represented by a q-îorm u
with locally-integrable coefficients and there is a well-defined characteristic map Xjl:

H'(glq>Oq)^H'c+q(M) for />0. Here, H*(M) denotes the cohomology of the
cochains on M which have compact support on each fiber of M -> B. To obtain x
we use a Bott connection on M which is horizontal outside of a compact set in each
fiber; such exists because T acts through Diffc X. The interest in the group H*(M) is
due to the existence of a map tt^: H'c+q(M) -» H'(B), defined by integration over

the fiber [4, p. 15]. The composition ir# ° x^: H*(glq, Oq) -» H*(B) defines invariants for the representation T -» Diffc X, and is functorial. We present an
example below where these invariants have been extensively studied. In general, little
is known about them.
For an absolutely continuous measure p on Xq, let Diff- X denote the discrete
group of compactly supported diffeomorphisms which leave p invariant. The constructions above yield the following.
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4.5. There is a well-defined characteristic homomorphism

X, = ",°XM: H*iglq, Oq) - 77*(7?Diff£X).
The class x^CVi) always vanishes if p is absolutely continuous, since the Weil
operator xiy\) vanishes on the support of an absolutely continuous measure [15].
The first non trivial invariant is thus x^^) m degree 5, defined for q s* 3. A natural
question is whether there exists an absolutely continuous measure on a closed
3-manifold X and a subgroup T E Diff- X for which x,/}^) E 775(r) is nonzero.
Example 4.6. For higher codimensions, the following type of example was
suggested to us by W. Thurston. We take X = Tq the çr-torus, and the measure p is
given by u = dxx A • ■■Adxq, the natural euclidean volume form. Then SLqZ E

Diffu Tq, and xu- H*iglq, Oq) -* H*iSLqZ) can be identified with the composition

H*(glq, Oq) = H*(GlsqR)- H*(BGlsqR)-* H*(SlqZ), where Hc(GlsqR)is the continuous cohomology of 6/*R. Consequently, xj^)
is nontrivial for q s* 25 by Borel
[3]. This example is used in part II, so we develop it in more detail.
Form the homogeneous space B = SLqR/SOq which is contractible. By Borel
there is a subgroup T E SLqZ of finite index such that T\É = B is a smooth
manifold. For each real X ¥= 0 the form ux = X ■dxx A • • ■Adxq is nonvanishing on
Tq, and the natural T-action on Tq preserves ux. We thus obtain a codimension q
measured foliation ('S, ux) on M = B XTTq which is transverse to the fibers of tt:

M -> B. We calculate the characteristic map xa/- H*(glq, Oq) -> H*+q(M).
Associated to the inclusion T E SLqR is a flat bundle p': E = É XrRq ^ B. The
normal bundle g to the foliation 'Sis the pull-back:

pi

M

i p'

-»

B

There is a given flat connection 0' on E -» B, and it is easy to check that this pulls
back under tt to a Bott connection 6 for 'S on g -> M. Hence ('S, ux) admits a
globally flat Bott connection 6 which we use to construct A: WOq -» &(M). The
Chern forms A(c,) vanish identically, so each A( v,) E &(M) is a closed form.

Further, for

XE:H*iglq,Oq)^H*iB),
the characteristic map of the flat bundle E -> B, the functoriality of the Chern-Weil
homomorphism implies tt* ° XeÍJ,) = [&iy¡)] e H2i~\M).
Recall that tt^:
H*+qiM) -» H*iB) is the integration over the fiber map, and X-Xe denotes Xe

scaled by a factor of X.
Lemma 4.7. 77ie characteristic map Xukfor ($">ux) factors:

H*iglq,Oq)

X'*E

H*+qiM)

H*iB)
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Proof. Let y £ H*(glq, Oq). Then
** ° X4y)

= «,([A(y)

A ux]) = TT¿TT*ixEiy)) U [«J)

= X£(>')U7r,([(oJ)=X-x£(v),
the last step because w„([wjj) = jT,Xdxx A ■■■A ; dxq = X. D
Lemma 4.7 reduces the calculation of Xu to the problem of determining the
characteristic classes for the flat bundle E associated to T E SLqR. This is a very
difficult problem, but it has been partially solved by Borel [3] who shows that Xe:

H'(slq, Oq) - H'(B) - H'(T) is injective for / < [(q - l)/4].
The lowest codimension for which these examples have significance is q = 25; the
above arguments show xu£yi) e H30(É XrT2S) is nonvanishing and varies with X.
II. SLq- FOLIATIONS

5. The p-classes of SL^-foliations. An SLq-foliation on M is a measured foliation
('S, p) where p is represented by a smooth nonvanishing q-îorm u. An SLq-foliation
admits an atlas of foliation charts (<f>0:Ua -» Rq) for which
u\Um= *:idxlA---t\dx,)

[10]. This yields the equivalent definition that an SLq-foliation is one modeled on Rq
whose transition functions preserve the volume form dxx A • • • Adx .
There are two standard ways to obtain examples of SL^-foliations. Given a
submersion tt: M -» Xq of smooth manifolds, the choice of a volume form ¿ionl
defines a closed ¿¡f-formu — tt*ù which is transverse to the foliation íFof M by the
fibers of tt, yielding an SLq-foliation ('S, u). The other type of example is that of §4.
Let u be a volume form on Xq, and Diff£ X denotes the group of compactly
supported diffeomorphisms which preserve w. Assume a representation T -* Diffí X
is given where T = ttx(B) is the fundamental group of a manifold B. Then T acts
diagonally on the product É X X, and the quotient manifold M = É X r X has a
natural codimension q foliation with invariant volume form u induced from ü. The
p-classes can be nontrivial for both of the above types of SL -foliations.
Let BTSL denote Haefliger's classifying space of SL^-foliations [10]. The universal
normal bundle is classified by v: BTSL -» BSLq, and BTSL denotes the homotopy
fiber of v. A basic property of BTSL is that an SL?-foliation ('S, p) on M determines
a unique homotopy class of maps /: M -> BTSL . If the normal bundle g of 'S is
trivial, then a choice of framing, s, determines a unique homotopy class of maps/s:
M -» BTSL. The functoriality of the p-classes implies there are universal characteristic maps

Xa: H*islq, Oq) - H*+q{BTSLJ, x- H*islq) - H*+q(ßfSLq).
We restrict the domains to the cohomology of slq because an SZ^-foliation always
admits a Bott connection for which the form A(j,) vanishes identically, and thus
Xu(v7) = 0 whenever 1 E I.
The classes in the image of xu m& XÚ define elements in the differentiable
cohomology of TSL and TSL, and therefore by [11] they come from the Gelfand-Fuks
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cohomology of the divergence-free vector fields on Rq, as was pointed out to us by
Haefliger. A further discussion on this is in the appendix to McDuff [27].
At present, the following is known about the spaces BTSL and BTSL . First, 73rsL

is (q - l)-connected (Haefliger, [10]). McDuff has shown in [24] that Trq(BTSL) = r'
with the volume class [u] E Hq(BTSL ) the complete invariant. Using a generalization of the Mather-Thurston theorem, McDuff also shows trq+x(BTSL) = 0 for
q > 2. The group tt3(BTsl ) = R by Banyaga [1]. For degrees n > 2q, note that the
examples of Heitsch [13, §5] can be chosen to have the vector field Xx divergence-free,
so they provide a family of examples of SL^-foliations with nonvanishing secondary
classes. Consequently, we see H"(BTSL ) and H"(BTSL ) are nonvanishing for
n = 2q + 1 and many values of n > 2q. The variability of the secondary classes in
the Heitsch examples implies H2q+X(BTSL; Z) maps onto a real vector space.
Because the volume class [u] is zero in the Heitsch examples, one can show this
implies tt2 +X(BTSL) maps onto a real vector space also. There is a gap in this
information about the homotopy groups trif(BTSL ); this gap in degrees between

q + 1 and 2q + 1 is filled by the p-classes:
Theorem 5.1. 77ie characteristic map xu- Hl(slq,Oq) -» Hl+q(BTSL ) is injective
for I <[(q — l)/4], and the classes in the image ofxa are independently variable.
Theorem 5.2. 77ze characteristic map xsu- H*islq) -* H*+qiBTSL ) is injective on
the subspace spanned by the set Vq — [y, E H*(slq)\I

■■■<ir<

— (ix,... ,ir) with 2 < ix <

2[(q + l)/2] and i, odd implies i, < [(q - l)/8]}, and the set xl(Vq)

consists of independently variable classes.

The following corollary of 5.2 can be taken as the definition of a set being

independently variable.
Corollary

5.3. Evaluation of the set xsjyq) defines group epimorphisms

Hn+q(BTSL/,z)^SpanRVqin),
where Vq(n) denotes the elements of Vq of degree n.

The definition of the set V is somewhat complicated; for small values of q we give
Vqexplicitly (recall that jv,has degree 2i — 1 and 1 has degree 0):
VX= V2={\),

V3=V4 = Az{\,y2),

V5=V6 = Az{l,y2,y4}

and so forth up to
F23= ^24 = Az{l»3;2.>'4.---^22}-

Then, we have up to codimension q = 42:

V3s=Vx = Az[l,y2t...,yu}X{l,y3},
v>9= V4o= Az{\,y2,...,y3i)

x {l,y3},

F41= V42= Az{\,y2,...,y40)

X {I.^.a}-

The second set in these products is a basis for H*(slq, Oq) in degrees less than

\iq - l)/4].
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Proof of 5.1. To show the universal map xw is injective on a set, it suffices to
exhibit an SL -foliation for which the set is injective. In particular, in Example 4.6
we produced an SZ^-foliation ('S, ux) on M = SLq/SOqXrTq
for which x :
H"(sl , O ) -» H"+q(M) is injective when n <[(q — l)/4], showing the first claim
of 5.1. We next establish the independent variation; it suffices to check this for
homogeneous cocycles. Choose a basis [zx,...,za]
of H"(sl ,0)
where n<

[(q — l)/4]. Let/X: M -» BTSL be the classifying map of ('S, ux). For X — 1, choose
cycles {c„.. .,ca) E Hn+q(M; Z) so that Ai} = xJXXtV,)
= XU|(Z,XC>)isa nonsingular matrix. This is possible because xu is injective on the span of the set
{z,,...,za).
Given an a-tuple of nonzero real numbers, X = (Xx,...,Xa), for the
universal maps fx we have xu(zi)(^j=\f\.
* zj) — S"= ,^4iyAy. Now, A nonsingular
implies these evaluations are onto an open set in Ra. Therefore, evaluation of the set
{X„(*i).—.X„(*,)}
C Hn + q(BTSLq) on cycles in Hn+q(BTSL', Z) defines a homomorphism onto R". D
Proof of 5.2. We remarked at the end of §3 that a choice of a volume form u on
Sq makes the fibration SOq+x -» Sq into an SL^-foliation ('S, u) on SO +x. Further,
the normal bundle of ^has a canonical framing for which xs/- H*islq) ~» H*(SOq+x)
is injective on the coimage of H*(slq) -* H*(soq) when q is odd, and the classes are
proportional to the value of /s,w. Theorem 5.2 asserts that x„ is injective on a larger
set and for all q, so we must resort to a more rewarding example. The plan is to
apply the permanence principle, Theorem 3.5, to the Example 4.6. The difficulty is
that the normal bundle g of 'Son M - SLq/SOq XrTq is not trivial, so we must lift

the ST^-foliation CS,ux) to the frame bundle of g.
Let p: P -> M denote the SC^-bundle of orthonormal frames of g with respect to
some metric on g. Then (S,ux) bits to an SLq-iobation(p*'S, p*ux) on P and the
functoriality of xMyields a commutative diagram:

x„/>

H*+q(P)
U*

x,\

H* +q(M)

H*(slq,Oq)

If we show the injectivity of Xp*p.m degrees less than [(q — l)/4], and sincep**Shas
a trivial normal bundle, we can then apply 3.5 to (p**S, p*ux) on P to obtain the
injectivity claim of 5.2. By the calculations of 4.6, it thus suffices to show p* is
injective on the image of x,, in degrees less than [(q — l)/4].
For q odd, p* is injective. Consider the Serre spectral sequence E,r's of the
fibration SOq -» P ^PM. The E2 term is Hr(M)® Hs(SOq) since the fundamental

group T of M acts trivially on H*(SOq). The transgression map defines the
Pontrjagin and Euler classes of the normal bundle g. But q has odd dimension, and
it was noted in 4.6 that g is a flat bundle, so all of its real primary classes are zero.
Thus, the spectral sequence collapses, and p*: H*(M) -» H*(M) 9 H*(SOq) =
H*(P) is an inclusion.
For q even, the Euler class of g is not zero, and we can only show p* is injective
on special classes. Recall from 4.6 that g -» M is the pull-back of the flat bundle
E -» B via tt: M -> B. Let p0: P0 -> B be the orthonormal bundle of frames of E with
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respect to some metric. We can assume that P is the pull-back in:
rP

■b

-»

pi

M

p
r0
I p0

77

-

B

The Serre spectral sequence for the fibration P0 -» B has EC' = Hr(B) 9 Hs(SOq),

and the transgression is zero in degrees less than (q — 1). (There is a class in
Hq~x(SOq) which transgresses to the Euler class in Hq(B).) This implies that for
r < q — 1, there is an inclusionp^:

Hr(B) -» Hr(P0).

Next, note the fibration w0: P -> P0 has fiber r' and the lift of the volume form
evaluates nontrivially, (p*[ux],[Tq])=
X. Therefore, p*[ux] E Hq(P) is nonzero
and for the fibration P -» PQwe obtain an inclusion

//*(/><>)-^ H*(P0) 9 Hq(Tq)^ H*+q(P).
Piecing these facts together and using Lemma 4.7, there is a commutative diagram:
Hs + qiP)

-

HsiP0)

/>*Î
(5.4)

US

Hs+qiM)

HsiB)
X„y \

/*XK

n°{siq,soq)
The injectivity of p* ° x^ in degrees less than [(q - l)/4] now follows from (5.4)
and the injectivity of p* ° Xe m m™ range.
Next lift (p"S, p*ux) on P to the product P X SOq to get an 5L?-foliation
(S',u'x). The natural framing of g' —p*Q -> P is twisted via the action of the
factor 50 to yield a new framing s' of g' -* P X SOq as in the set-up for Theorem
3.5. We conclude that X^: H*(slq) - H*+q(P X SOq) maps Vq to a linearly
independent set, and the values of the image classes are directly proportional to X.
Finally, the independent variation of the set xi(Vq) Q H*(ßFSL ) is proved exactly
as in 5.1. □

6. Homotopy groups of BTSL. The space BTSL is (q — l)-connected, and the
evaluation of the volume class on elements of Trq(BTSL) defines a map BTSL -*
K(R, q) whose homotopy fiber is denoted bTsl . McDuff has shown bTsl is
(q + l)-connected if q > 3 [25]. As a consequence of 5.2, there are epimorphisms
TTq+3(BTSL
)-»Rso bTsl is not (q + 3)-connected. This is one of the applications

of Theorem 5.2 to the calculation of ^(ßF^

). Fix q > 3. Recall that VqQ H*(slq)

is the set defined in 5.2. Let Vq(n) denote the subset of Vqconsisting of elements of
degree n.
Theorem 6.1. For n < q the ¡i-classes from the set Vq(n) define an epimorphism of
abelian groups

\+,(BfSL)^SpmRVqin).
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6.2. For n < q there is an inclusion of rational vector spaces
o:SpanRVq(n)^TTn+q{BTSLç)9Q.

Proof of 6.2. Choose a Q-vector space section a of the epimorphism TTn+q(BTSL
)

9 Q -> SpanR Vq(n) induced from the map in 6.1. D
For the special case q = 3 there are three basis elements of H*(sl3), the classes j^,
y3, y2y3. About the first we can show:
Proposition
6.3. Evaluation of XuÍJ^) e H6(B^sl ) defines an epimorphism of
abelian groups tt6(BTsl ) -» R, with corresponding rational section a: R -> tt6(BTSLj)

9Q.
We turn now to the proof of 6.1. Let bn be the number of elements in the set

Vq(n), and set b = max{¿>„}.For real X j= 0, let P X SOq have the SL?-foliation
('S', u'x) constructed in the proof of 5.2, with normal framing s' and classifying map

f(: PXSOq^

BTSL.

Next modify the space P X SOq to eliminate the unnecessary structure in dimensions less than q. P X SOq is a compact manifold and so has a finite CW-complex
structure. Attach a finite number of cells to P X SOq of dimension «s q to obtain a
(q — l)-connected space W. Each mapf( extends to a map Fx: W -> BTSL since the
latter space is (q — l)-connected. There is a commutative diagram

H,iPXSOq-,Z)^JjT)t

J^:h,(btsl;,z)
H,iW; Z) -^^W).
so the cycles in the image of (fx)n are also in the image of (Fx)^.
Let Y be the one-point union of an uncountable number of copies of W, so
Y — VXERA_t0H/x. Then set X — V hk=xYk,the one-point union of ¿»-copies of Y.
Construct F: X -» BTSL where F restricted to a factor WXk E YkE X is the map Fx.
The point of introducing X and F is that the proof of 5.1 and 5.2 shows the universal
classes in the set xl>(Vq) Q H*(B^SL ) assume any prescribed values on the cycles in

the image of F,: H„(X; Z) -» HJ(BTSL ; Z). The space X is thus "universal" with
respect to varying the p-classes in xL(^)The high connectivity of W enables us to analyze its rational homotopy groups
using the rational Hurewicz theorem [2, Proposition 3.8]. To wit, there is an
isomorphism %: irm(W) 9 Q -> Hm(W; Q) for m < 2q - 1, and % is onto for
m = 2q — 1. Therefore, we can choose a set of homogeneous classes {g,,... ,gr) in
®m<2,,7m(H/) which maPs onto a basis {c„...,c,}
for ®m<2qHJW; Q). Each g,. is
represented by a map also denoted g,: S"' -* W, so c, = %(g¡) is an integral class in
H*(W; Q). For each inclusion of a factor ix k: W -» X, the naturality of DCyields a
commutative diagram:

ttJW)
(6.4)

-

(h,k)*l
«■»(*)

H„iW;Z)
1(<a,*)»

-

HmiX;Z)
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We have seen the cohomology classes F* ° xsJ,Vq) Q H*(X) assume any prescribed values when evaluated on cycles in the image of the maps (ix V • • • V/x ):

H^Y; Z) -. Ht(X; Z). For m < 2q, the cokernel of itJY) -. Hm(Y;Z) is a finite
abelian group. Consequently, for n < q, F* ° xL(^(M)) assumes any prescribed set
of values when evaluated on spherical cycles in the image of (ix V • • • Vix )m o %;
TT„+q(Y)-» Hn+q(X; Z) for the various choices of (Xx,...,Xb). From 6.4 we see
F* ° xL(^(")) is independently variable on the spherical cycles in the image of
Tn+q(X) -* Hn+ (X; Z). By the universality of BTSL this proves 6.1. D
To establish Proposition 6.3 we must show Xui^)1 ^(B^sl,)
^ R is onto, and
for this we start with an example. Let S3 have a volume form üx with ([ux], [S3]) = X.
Define an SL3-foliation (S, ux) on S04 by the fibration p: S04 -» S3 and lifting ux
to ux. The normal bundle to 'S satisfies g ~p*TS3, where S04 can be identified with
the bundle of orthonormal frames of TS3. Hence, there is a canonical framing s of
g. We claim xt> (J^) e Hb(S04) is nonzero and proportional to À. One way to see
this is to note that 'Sis a foliation by compact leaves and that Proposition 3.2 yields

/ xLx(ä)=/3{/
Given a point xES!

xî.(a)W

and the proper choice of framing of TS3, the restriction

s | -i, : S03 -» 5O3 is the identity map by the definition of s. Thus, the leaf class
Xp-\X)iyi) e H3(S03) is a nonzero class which is independent of x. Therefore,
(xiiM
[^Q»]) = ([wj, [S3]> • (xi(72). [5°3l> is nonzero and proportional to X.
Now Lift CS,ux) to the double cover Spin4 of S04. This produces a new
SX3-foliation (ÍF', u'x) for which XÚO2) varies, and is also defined by a fibrationp':
Spin4 -» S3 with fiber Spin3 s S3. Recall thatp' admits a section and so Spin4 = S3
X S3. Clearly, the volume form u'x evaluates to give zero on the fiber S3 of p', so the

composition S3 -» 7irsL in the diagram
S3

^

Spin4

BT,SL,

p' Í
S3

BTSL2

is homotopic to a constant.
Attach a 4-cell e4 via 3e4 = 53 s Spin3 to a fiber of p' to obtain X — Spin4 US3e4
which is homotopic to S3 V S6. The above remarks imply fx extends to Fx:
X -» 5rsL with F£ o XKJ2) nonzero and proportional to X. Therefore, x'Jh) E

H6(BTSL ) varies on the spherical cycles in the images of (Fx)#: tt6(X) -» tt6(BTsl ).

D
Theorem 6.1 and Proposition 6.3 have wide-ranging consequences for the higher
homotopy groups tt^(BTsl ). To state these results it is necessary to introduce some
new ideas. Applications of the following will be given in §7.
The elements in the image of a: SpanR Vq(n) -> TTn+q(BTSL) 9 Q are detected by
the cohomology classes xsu(Vq(n)) Q Hq+n(BTSL ). These classes are represented by
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cocycles {A(y,) A «} which have the property that their products vanish as cocycles,
A(y,)u A A(y,,)u = 0, since u A u = 0 for the volume form u. It then follows
easily from rational homotopy theory that the subset Un<.qo(Vq(n)) E tt^(BTsl ) 9
Q generates a free, graded Lie subalgebra. These ideas are presented elegantly by
Haefliger in [12], whose notation we adopt here.
Given a graded vector space V, let 2* V denote the /c-fold suspension: 1kV is
isomorphic to V as a vector space, but each a E V is raised in degree by k to give

2ka E lkV. We set 2 = lx.
Recall that V(n) is the set of elements of degree n in the set Vqof Theorem 5.2.
Set V (0) = {1}, where 1 has degree 0. For q > 2 define graded vector spaces:

% = 2SpanRK2(0),

%=

©

22SpanR V3(n) ^22SpanR{l,

y2)

n=0,3

and for q > 3,

%=

©

2"-'SpanRl».

0«H<<?

Let Lc\q denote the free graded Lie algebra over R generated by the graded vector
space Y. For details on the construction of this space, see [12]. If the real dimension
of Y is greater than one, then L'Y is an infinite-dimensional real vector space which
is finite dimensional in each degree. There is a natural inclusion Y -» LY as a Lie
algebra basis, from which we derive an inclusion 2Y E 2LY. Theorem 6.1 and
Proposition 6.3 assert that for all q > 2, the p-classes in xsJYq) define a degree
preserving epimorphism tt^(BTsl ) -* 2Y onto a real graded vector space, and a:
2% -* 7r*(-Srs/. ) ® Q is a rational section. There exist extensions of these maps
which yield the following general results.

Theorem 6.5. Let q > 2.
(a) There is a natural, degree preserving group homomorphism onto a real graded
vector space ttir(BTSL ) -» 2LcVi(b) There is a degree preserving inclusion of a real vector space a: 2LY -»
77^(5rsL ) ® Q and o is a rational section of the map in (a).

The homomorphism in 6.5(a) is defined using the dual homotopy invariants
associated to the p-classes. The dual homotopy invariants corresponding to the
secondary classes of an SL^-foliation are developed in [17]; this theory can be
adapted in a straightforward way to produce invariants of the dga map 2<?xSo>:
¿]qA(y2,... ,yq) -* &(M) associated to a framed SL?-foliation ('S, u, s) on M. The
proof of Theorem 6.5 then proceeds in the same fashion as that of Proposition 5.13
in [18]. However, to give the proof here would take us too far afield, and so it is
omitted.
We conclude this section with a partial description of the sets 2LY for small
values of q. The numbers after the spanning sets are the respective degrees of the
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corresponding basis elements of 2LY :

q = 2,

*2L% = SpanR{[u],[u,u]};

q = 3,

2L%

degrees2,3,

= SpanR{[u],[y2u],[y2u,

u],[u,[y2u,

u]],[y2u,

y2u],...}

;

degrees 3,6,8,10, 11,...,
<?= 4,

2L%

= SpanR{[w],[j2(o],[w,

u],[y2u,u],[u,[u,

u]],...};

degrees 4,7,7,10, 10,....
The next qualitative change occurs for

9 = 8, 2L% = SpanR^«],^],^«],^,«],^«,^],
[u,[u,

u]],[y4u,

u],[y2u,

y4u], [u, [y2u, u ]],...}

;

degrees8,11, 15, 15, 18,22,22,25,25,....
7. The local homology of Diff^R*. The calculations of tt*(BTsl ) in §6 and the
theorems of McDuff for SX^-foliations generalizing the Mather-Thurston Theorem
enable us to make many calculations of the local homology groups HJ(B Diff^ Rq; Q).
Let Ibea
connected manifold of dimension q with no boundary and endowed
with a volume form u. If X is open, we assume each end of X has infinite <o-volume.
For technical convenience, we also assume Hq~x(X) — 0; see [25] for the details of
the general case. Recall that Diffu X denotes the group of diffeomorphisms of X
which preserve u, and Diff£ X is the subgroup of diffeomorphisms which are
compactly supported. We let 6 denote either of these two groups, endowed with the
compact-open topology; Gs denotes the group G with the discrete topology and 6 is
the homotopy fiber of Gs -* G. Note that 6 is again a group.
The homology group Hj(BG; Z) depends only on the structure of 6 in a
neighborhood of the identity and so is called the local homology of 6 [28].
It is shown in [24] that BG X X has a natural SL^-foliation transverse to the fibers
of the projection onto BG. Thus, there is a homotopy commutative diagram
BGXX
(7.1)

-»

BTSLq

i

y/*

{V

X

^

BSLq

where t classifies the tangent bundle to X and / is the classifying map for the
SL?-foliation on BG X X. There is a lifting y of t which classifies the point foliation

onX
Let L -* X be the pull-back under t of the fibration v: BTSL -* BSLq, with fiber
BTSL . From diagram (7.1) and adjunction we obtain a map fx: BG -* S(X), where
§( X) is the component of the space of sections of L -» X which contains the map y.
If 6 = Diff£ X, then we can further choose the map fx to have image in the space
%CXof sections which are equal to y outside a compact set in X.
For example, S^R9) is homotopy equivalent to the component üq(BTSL )0
of üq(BTSL ) which contains the base point, and so SC(R9)- tiq(BTSL )0 - üqBf¡L .
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When A' is a compact manifold with trivial tangent bundle, then §>(X) = Sc(Xr) =*
Maps^, BTSL )0, the latter space being the set of continuous maps which are not
necessarily base-point preserving.
In a sequence of papers [24-26], McDuff has proven a generalization of the
Mather-Thurston Theorem [28] which applies to SL^-foliations. We state this
theorem in the special case where the flux homomorphism is zero.

Theorem 7.2 (McDuff). Let X be a manifold without boundary and u a volume
form on X so that each end of X has infinite u-volume if X is open. Assume that
Hq~x(X) = 0. Then the map fx defined above induces isomorphisms

fx.: HmiBBmaX; Z) - #,(§(*);

Z),

fx.: H,(BDÎfCx; Z) - JÏ,(Se(*); Z).
For q > 2, Thurston and Banyaga (see [1,32]) have shown by geometric arguments

that Hx(BDiTil,Rq-,
Z) = 0. Therefore, 7/,(ß"5rsL?; Z) s //^(R9))

s 0 which

implies TTq+x(BTSL
) — 0. From this we can conclude that the mapping spaces %(X)
and %C(X) are simply connected. For degrees n > 1, Theorem 7.2 reduces the
calculation of Hn(B DiffcuX; Z) to that of the homology of a space of sections or
maps. Using the results of §6 on the nontriviality of tt¡(BTsl ), it is in theory
possible to make extensive calculations of these homology groups using Sullivan's
model for the space of sections of a fibration [34]. We consider in this paper only the
case X =Rq and u = dxx A ■■■Adxq the standard volume form. Then by 7.2, there
are isomorphisms

77,(5 Dîff uRq; Z) s H,(bTSLç- z),

77,(5 Diff caR«;z) «H^Q"BfSLq; z).
The results of §5 on nontrivial cohomology invariants from the p-classes all apply to
Diff^R9, and the homotopy results of §6 can be applied to study Diff^R9. Our
interest is this latter group.
_
By the Bott-Samelson Theorem, the rational homology H^iüqBTSL ; Q) is an
exterior algebra with generators the primitives in the Hopf algebra structure. The
space of primitives can be identified with Trj>:(^iqBTSL
) 9 Q = ir^+q(BTSL ) 9 Q.
Let 2"* V denote the ^-fold desuspension of the graded vector space V. Then
Theorem 7.2 implies
Corollary

7.3. There is a natural isomorphism of graded rational vector spaces

AQ{2"X(*rSLJ 9 q] 'h0(bWCw;q).
At the end of §6 the real graded Lie algebra LY? was introduced, and Theorem 6.5
asserts there is an inclusion of rational vector spaces a: 2LY -» 7r,(Brsi ) 9 Q.
Recall that the space 2LY? contains one generator of degree q, corresponding to the
class [u] in it (BTSL ) ® R, and 2LY? has no elements of degree less than q. Define a
new graded vector space 20LY? which is equal to 2LY? in degrees greater than q, but
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has no elements in degree q. Since Trm(BTSL) = ttJBTsl

) for m > q we thus obtain

an inclusion of rational vector spaces a0: 20L'Y -» tt^(BTsl

) 9 Q. Combining this

with Corollary 7.3 we obtain
Theorem

7.4. There is a natural inclusion of graded rational vector spaces

1 ~Í 2 oLY?
) *- Hj{ B DiffIRq,Q)
for all q>2.
dimension.

When q>3,

2~<?(20LY7) is a real vector space with infinite real

The image of 1~qa0 is contained in the space of primitives of Hj( B Diff cuRq; Q) =

H^(ÇlqBTSL; Q) so one can extend 7.4 to yield
Corollary

7.5. There is an inclusion of the free exterior algebra over Q with basis

the real vector space 2~?(20LYA

AQ(2-?(2oL%))A-,0°7/#(5mff:R';Q).
The simplest case of this corollary can be stated as
Proposition

7.6. For all q> 3 there is an inclusion a0: R -» H3(BDií{cuRq; Q).

This shows the Thurston-Banyaga vanishing theorem for 77,(5 Diff^R9; Z) does
not extend to degree 3 or above. It is unknown whether the group H2(B Diff Rq; Q)
vanishes.
We remark that the rational vector space AQ(2"<?(20LYi)) is incredibly large by
almost any standard. Even for q — 2, 2"2(20LY2) is a real vector space with basis
element 2"2[«, u] of degree 1, so H^BDiff^R2; Q) contains the rational graded
exterior algebra AQR, where each nonzero element of R has degree one.

It is natural to ask what properties of the group Diff Rq give rise to these
homology classes. For example, one asks for invariants of Diff R* which can detect
a nontrivial homology class in the image of 2~qa0. This has been answered by
McDuff for one of the classes when q is even, that being 2~q[u, u] of degree (q — 1).
We restrict to the case q = 2. Then tj = 2 2[w, u] is a basis for 2"2(20LY2) as a real
vector space, and we have 2~2a0(rj) E 77,(5 Diff^R2; Q) is nonzero. McDuff shows
in [27] that this element is detected in a natural way by the Calabi invariant in
T7'(5Diff^R2; R). This correspondence is a basis for hope that other classes in
the image of 1~qo0 are detected by natural invariants of groups of volume-preserving
diffeomorphisms. A further discussion of the Calabi invariant and related ideas can

be found in Banyaga [37].
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